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The meeting was called to order by Chair-
Warren Bishop.

Mr. Bishop explained th3t the. Council, at.
their June. 19 meeting, recommended to the
Board that a public meeting be held where
USDOE would p'rovide a full briefing on
the hydrology testing program� That is the
purpose of today's meeting. In addition,
Jim Mecca 'viii report on the status of the
site characterization plan.

Terry Husseman provided background
regarding work under way by technical
staff. He reported that about 3 months ago.
a meeting was held with the Department of
Energy regarding the pre-�xploratory shaft
hydrology test program. The USDOE
hydrology task force that developed the rec-
ommendation for this test program made a
presentation and recommended a specific
option, which was accepted by the Depart-
ment of Energy officials. The state at that
time requested:additionalconsultation points
in the schedule. USDOE agreed to more
consultation points, but the rest of the
state's requests were denied. The program,
as Mr. Husseman understands, is about to
start. He stated he attended a meeting two
days ago related to the start of drilling on
DC-24 and 25, and again had a chance to
comment. Responses to those comments are
expected August 20..

Jim Mecca, Licensing and Environmental
Safety Chief, BWIP, introduced the mem-
bers of his team:

Dr. Dave Dahiem, Geoscience and
Technology Branch Chief

Max Powell, liaison with the State
Madeline Brown, �Vestinghouse
Joe LaRue, �Vestinghouse (monitors BWIP

activities)

Dave Dablem made a presentation regarding
the hydrology testing program. Copies of
his handouts are attached. Comments
included:

The objective of the hydrology testing pro-
gram is to collect data that may be impacted
after exploratory shaft drilling is started.
The Options Paper (attached) addresses col-

A

lection of perishable geohydrologic data
which might be aCfected by later character-
ization activities, and also addresses critical
data which could be used in evaluating dis-
qualifying conditions.

The pre-ES 'program consists *.of se�'eral
fairly; well-defined activities. First, the
monitoring network is somewhat incomplete.
USDOE has assessed the need for data col-
lecting and concluded it needs additional
monitoring facilities; plans exist to install
four additional data collecting points within
the near future. USDOE has identified
acceptance criteria for the end of this base-
line data collecting program. The next
activity after putting in the additional facil- y�..i

ities is to collect the information necessary
to� establish a� water level baseline for the
region at several points in the geology.
Beyond this, there is a testing program con-
sisting of withdrawing fluids from discrete
horizons in the geology and the subsurface,
and there: are four of these horizons from
which" data will be collected: The Rocky
Coulee Flow Top, the Cohasset Flow Top,
Cohasset- Vesicular Zone, and the Birkett
Flow Top.

Terry Husseman pointed out that at a
meeting with NRC and the states and tribes
participants were provided a schedule, and
no consultation points were included in that
schedule.

Dave Dahiem stated there were five consul-
tation points in the first schedule, now there
are either 15 or 16.

Terry Husseman inquired if a revised
schedule containing the additional consulta-
tion points would be available soon.

Dave Dahlem stated consultation points
change the schedule only in lengthening
some parts of it. Howe"er, these interaction
points may be either consultation as data are
collected, or they may be meetings as con-
ducted the last couple of months, which will
impact the schedule.

Terry Husseman continued, stating the pro-
gram was to run through June 1989 under
the old schedule.' Now that additional con-�
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sultation points have been added, when is
the program suppose to be completed?

Dave Dahiem replied the program schedule
is nominally the same. The durations of the
activities, are imprecisely known, so we can
accommodate those interactions with the
current schedule. The pre-ES program 'is

* fully planned, it has received review from a
number of' parties; information relating to
the engineering test data dealing with
drilling of the last 4 monitoring facilities
has been circulated, and affected parties'

* comments have been received. The next
step will be drilling the boreholes, instru-
menting the facilities, and collecting the
daja.

Terry Husseman said the state is interested
in the fatal flaw approach receiving more
consideration, and that would take a change
in the pre-ES testing program.

The Board and Council could�be .briei'ed on
the contents of the Assembled Review Text
sometime in October.

ADJOURNMENT

There being no further business, the meet-

ing adjourned.

NOTE: On August 26, USDOE announced
a new schedule for completion of the Site
Characterization Plan (SCP). Consultative
draft SCP's for all three sites are scheduled
to be released in January 1988. States,
tribes, and NRC will have a 90-day com-
ment and consultation period. USDOE will
then release the final documents anywhere
from three to nine months later. At that
time, there will be a 90-day formal com-
ment period.

SITE CHARACTERIZATION PLAN

Jim Mecca provided an update on the Site
Characterization Plan. A copy of the hand-.
out "Site Characterization Plan Completion�
is attached. He stated the Assembled,
Review Text should be distdbuted around
September 7-14. The document will consist
of more than 10,000 pages.

Don Provost stated he recently attended a
meeting where it was learned that Ben
Rusche had released a paper on quality
assurance, and as a result of that paper the
Office of Geologic Repositories' quality
assurance program is being changed in some
fairly significant areas. The state had com-
mented on the. OGR and some of these
other quality assurance programs, especially
the accountability parts. Is this new philos-
ophy going to be reflected in the SCP.

Jim Mecca answered, yes. The one area we
can't grandfather is the quality assurance
area. If there is something the NRC staff
sees as critical, it will have to be immedi-
ately reflected in the SCP or any study
plans. It could have an influence on DC-24
and DC-25 if it's big enough, and could
result in the regeneration of a whole set of
figures.

-2-
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OPTION'D'.

PREEXPLORATORY SHAFT

2

OBJECTIVES

o To collect data-bn geohydrologic conditions
that will be changed by site characterization
activities

- V

o To collect data having the potentialfor
providing an early indication of the presence
of disqualifying conditons

o To collect data on geohydrologic. conditions in
* order to identify tije effects of th� ESF on the*

geohydrologic system and on subsequent
geohycirologic tesis

o * To collect data on geohydro logic conditions
that may affect the design of the ESF or the
repository
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PRE-ES SURFACE BASED PROGRAM CONTENT

o Install Required Monitoring Facilities

a Establish Potentiometric Baseline

o. Perform Hydraulic Tests at RRL-2B

- Rocky Coulee Flow Top
'V

Cohasselt Flow Top

- CohassettVesicular Zone

Birkett Flow Top

o Perform Adjunct Tests

� RadiarConvergent Tracer Tests with LHS
.:�Thsts�'f

'4

- Hydrochemical Samples of Pump Test
Discharge

4-



BASIS OF FACILI

FACILITIES

TY LOCATION

o Conceptual Flow Model Discriminatio.n

- SW Throughgoing Flow

Flow Convergence to Syncline

-I

o LHS:Test Monitoring-K

- Intermediate Zone Monitoring
I-

* Boundary Tests (Post-ES)

o Lack of Head Data on South Side of Syncline

o Need for Eastern Constant HeadBoundary
IA

o Vertical Head Distribution Away
Mounds�; -

From Recharge

-r
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I, STRATIGRAPHIC UNITS
FOUND WITHIN RRL-2
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BASELINEHYDRAULIC

0

I 'I -

Seven nested piezometers primary data sources
(

* o 35 mostly single piezometer boreholes
secondary data sources

o Three years of dataat DC-19, DC-20, DC-22
'I

o Two years of data at RRL-2
(
'K,

o Install three additional nested piezometers

o Baseline termination based on acceptance criteria
and Technic�il Review *

C
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HTOaAULIC-KEAD
I�NITORING F�ILITIES

FOR OPTION 0 -J
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HYDRAULIC HEAD BASELINE

PURPOSE ; ACCEPTANCE

CRITERIA

1. PumpIng Response ;Verlfled water-level

*recovery prediction

-for the period of pump

test in wells affected
by pump test �

2. Gradient for velocity field Verify predicted

estimates (horizontal & recovery t�end at

vertical) .. DC-23, 24, 25 to

estimate.equiiibratlon

CURRENT

STATUS

Trends e
predictable

for:Li-IST.
duration'DC-19,

20, & 22

'Established at.?

DC-i 9,20, & 22

C.

C

3. Conceptual Model/System

Dynamaics

Identify role of Baseline

data in development

or use of conceptual

model. Tech nic�ii review

required

Being evaluated
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PRE-ES HYDRAULIC TESTS

I.

I.

2*

a.

PROGRAM CONTENT

o. Test four zones - sequentially, top to bottom

-. Rocky Coulee�Flow Top - LHST

- Cohassett Flow Top -Pulse (pump if po�sible)

- Cohassett Vesicular Zone - Pulse (pump if possible)

- Birkett Flow Top- LHST

*1* FACILITIES

o Pumpirom RRL-2B .

o Monitoring Wells .

* - Nine Nested Piezometers

* v. Thirty-Five Monitoring Wells.

- Reconfigure select�d wells for Rocky Coulee and

Birkett Tests RRL-6, RRL-14, DC-4, DC-5, RL-17,

McGee

* - Configure DC-16 for Birkett Monitoring**

' I



ROCKY COULEE & BIRKETT FLOW TOP LHS
- - �-. TESTS

OBJECTIVES . .. . .

o Stress across repository area
- - p. -

- Hydraulic properties (Transmissivity & Storativity)

. �. **. - Assess potential presence of discontinuities -, ..

1 - -

I. o Induce sufficient drawdown to assess vertical conductivities in dense

interiors . .-. - - .- - ;.** -,

I. .-

o Assess leakage from dehse interiors into flow top

�. .� .4. -- -

* o Provide dat&Vo assist in determining representativeness of existing
data

- . .. .,

- -

!O AdjunctTests
1�� a

PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS IN DEFINING OBJECTIVES
- I

V. {o Bounding anticlinal �tr�tu�&s�nd Cold* Creek syncline flow

L I impediment boundaries will be tested from other pumping centers
'. -

. subsequent to ES cor�istructioh .- -, .,. . . . 7.

0 Full data base for.range�and distribution of hydraulic paranieters will
1.,'

be obtained inpost-ES testing .* . .. .

. . . . -. �.1. .- �..* a-. -.

I..



LHS TEST

INITIATION I TERMINATION

o Re-establish testing purpose baseline prior to
each test

o Test termination will be predicated on acceptance
criteria that are based on test objectives

FACTORS under consideration include:

- Reaching Quasi-steady state conditions

- Observation well data match to type curves (T,
S & Leakance)

- Analysis of propogation of pressure response

- Measurable drawdown at DC-32, 33, 20 & 22

- VerticalresponsetoestimateK�

ASSUMPTIONS
� 1

- Expected duration of pumping is 30 days, with

60 days of recovery
- Hydraulic objectives will be met prior to

injecting tracers - option of injecting tracers
prior to start of test is being considered



C..
HYDROLOGY TASK FORCE SCHEDULE

MONTHS
1 2 3 4 5� 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 281

1. PRE-DRILLING ACTIVITIES
FAST TRACK DESIGN & TEST

Id'PROVE EXPEDITED SPECIALCASE FOR DESIGN

2. PRE-LHS TEST HYDROLOGY ACTIVITIES
DEVELOP STUDY APPROACH

DATA BASE & MODELING

C

N

BEGIN DA$�J-JN� MONITORING

3. DOE/NRC ACTIVITIES
REVIEW DRILLING/PIEZOMETER INSTALLATION

FINAL CRITEJ�JA

REA��NESS*REVIEW FOR LHS TEST
* . ., ..

4. DRILLING ACTIVITIES
DRILL, TEST & INSTALL PIEZOMETERS IN DC-24, 25, 32, 33, 23GR

RECONFIGURE DC-4, DC-5, DC-16, RRL-6, RRL-14, RRL�17,

5. LHS TEST ACTIVITIES

MCGEE WELL & EQUILIBRATE

PDEEPEN WELLS AS NECESSARY & TEST LOWER ZONES

ROCKY COULEE / /
COHASSETT FLOW TOP /
COHASSETT VESICULAR ZONE

BIRKElT FLOW TOP



TERMINATION OF - PRE-ES

TESTING PROGRAM

(OPTION PAPER LOGIC)

I.

I..

ROCKY COULEE TEST

COHASSETT TESTS

BIRKETT TEST

I

U

I.
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ADJUNCT

o Hydrochemistry sampling

TESTS

I.�.

C

C
a Tracer Tests



COHASSETT FLOW TOP AND
VESICULAR

ZONE SMALL-SCALE TESTS

I.

OBJECTIVES
S.

*o Determine if zone can yield sufficient water to

sustain a pumping test

0 Small-scale hydraulic parameters



COHASSETT FLOW TOP / vz
TESTING

0 Isolate test interval

o Establish Pre-test trend

o Small-scale test(s)

- Pulse

- Constant head injection

o Evaluate testing results

o Determine if transmissivity is high enough for

* LHS testing

o Conduct LHS test if sufficient transmissivity

exists, otherwise, drill to next test interval
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GeohYdrOIoYY Program Iritegration
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GEOHYDROLOGY PROGRAM

o Planning Logic
* ,. .

OVERVIEW.

- 1'.-.

o Pre-Exploratory Shaft Surfac6-Based Testing
- -

I

o Post-Exploratory Shaft Surface-Based Ths(ing
I I � � : � -�

o RegIonal Program
7

V 
N ..

1 V

o Subsurrace Testing Program .9

10 Geohyclrology Program Integration
V - .1

.6V



GEOHYDROLOGY PROGRAM

PLANNING LOGIC

1. Develop Issue Resolution Strategies

2. Identify Geohydrologic Parameters Required by (
the Issue Resolutiozi Strategies

3. Develop Testing Pro�jrarn to Provide Estimates of
Parameter Values at the Appropriate Level of.*
Confidence

4. Identify Program Components

o Pre-Exploratory Shaft Surface-Based Testing

o Post-Exploratory Shaft.Surface-Basecl Testing

o Subsurface Testing

o Regional Testing / Data Collection

- . U

C ..C 4
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- REGIONAL STUDY (SURFACE BASED)

*2,

SITESTUDY '

SITE STUDY (SURFACE BASED)

(SURFACE BASED)... .� �, ________________________

I . -

I-
I *.. I..

SITE STUDY;'.
i.e.

(SUBSURFACE BASED)

(

C
1.

….

F-

PRE-ES I
TI Ft lit

* POST-ES

tiivai�

TIMESPACE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TIi� SITE
..�j; AND REGiONALGEOI-IYDROLOGIC STUDIES

. * . . ..
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o Top-tevel Site Characterization Strategy derived and
presented to DOE management, text for 8.2.1 being
developed.

o Ucensing Assurance Review Comment Resolution workshops.
have been completed and the remainder of HQ comments
are being incorporated

o Completion schedule for all sections of the SCP d�issed
and agreed with DOE-RL

o Tight sciiedule negotiated with Word Processing for the
production of a clean Assembled Review Copy of the SCP
by 9/7
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SCP COMPLETION LOGIC

C

, 4.

6/22

712,. KI

8/17
10/12

9114 r----1 11/2 11/23

C-
CONTINUUM

7/22

ONGOING ACTIVITIES



Enclosure 1

SOP Completion Schedule
July 29.1987

Activity

LAR Workshops_____________
717 7/27

Incorporate DOE-HO Comments_______________

7,27 8,24

Tec."�nioal PubIicat�ons
7i27 917

Assembled Review Workshops

Technica] Publicafions

919 9128

U-

9,28 10119

Concurrence Review
10119 1119

Print SCP
11/9 11/90

.2
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